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Abstract—This paper proposes and validates through simulations and measurements, a procedure for the determining
the equivalent circuit parameters of large utility-scale batteries.
It is considered that a large battery includes multiple cells
connected in series and parallel, and therefore, its equivalent
circuit can be represented as a series-parallel network of state
of charge (SOC) dependent resistors and capacitors. Tests for
determining these equivalent circuit parameters are proposed.
These tests involve subjecting the battery energy storage system
(BESS) to multiple charge and discharge cycles, while monitoring
the terminal voltage and current response. A method for postprocessing and analyzing the measurements in order to obtain an
equivalent circuit model that accounts for the dynamic properties
of the battery system and differences between the parameters of
each cell is developed. The measurements and simulations are
conducted for a 1MW/2MWh BESS demonstrator located at the
Louisville Gas and Electric and Kentucky Utilities (LG&E and
KU) E.W. Brown generating plant.
Index Terms—PV, battery, MPPT, grid connected inverter, dcdc converter, charge controller, energy storage.

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration
(EIA), as of the end of 2017, in excess of 700MW power
and 850MWh energy capacity utility-scale battery energy
storage systems are in operation in the U.S. [1]. A substantial
percentage of the multi-MW battery systems are deployed
for renewable energy sources support, while also performing
multiple ancillary functions such as energy arbitrage, demand
response, frequency response, power smoothing, and improving system stability.
Recent studies have focused on the small-scale battery
modeling with greater emphasis on single cell operations
[2]–[4]. Other researchers have worked towards developing
standardized procedures for the estimation of the parameters
of a single cell. [5]–[8]. The ability to develop an equivalent
circuit model for utility-scale battery systems is becoming
increasingly critical due to the growing number of MultiMW battery energy storage system (BESS) installations. The
modeling of batteries can facilitate the effective planning and
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scheduling of utility-scale BESS and help identify irregular
battery operations.
The conventional method for characterizing large scale
battery systems relies on the estimated parameters for one of
its cells, which are scaled to represent the behavior of the
entire unit [9], [10]. The limitation of this approach is that the
chemical variations between the cells within the system and
the effects of interconnecting multiple cells are ignored. In this
regard, this paper proposes tests to be conducted as well as
methods for developing an equivalent circuit model for utilityscale battery systems from the test data. The newly proposed
procedure accounts, which is based on tests performed on a
large BESS, therefore accounts for the behavior of each cell
within the battery. The proposed procedure for parameter estimation benefits from measurements of the type recommended
by the new EPRI energy test manual [11], and may also serve
as an extension to the EPRI initiative.
The simplified tests and measurements proposed in this
paper rely on using equipment typically present in utility-scale
BESS installations. In this approach, the BESS is subjected
to defined charge/discharge cycles and the dc terminal voltage
response is measured, based upon which the parameters of the
unit corresponding to specified SOC levels are determined. A
runtime equivalent battery system model is then developed and
validated over three cases with experimental results retrieved
from measurements conducted on a 1MW/2MWh BESS located at the LG&E and KU E.W. Brown generating plant.
II. E XPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
A typical standalone utility-scale BESS includes a battery
rack system with multiple cells connected to the dc-link of a
bidirectional dc to ac power conversion system (PCS) and a
transformer for voltage matching, electrical isolation and grid
interconnection. The E.W. Brown facility battery demonstrator
includes a 2MWh battery system, a 1MVA bidirectional PCS, a
13.2kV/480V step-up transformer and a 1MVA programmable
load bank (Fig. 1). Voltage, current and power measurements
at the dc-link, inverter ac terminal, and the point of common
coupling are synchronized with the local time and logged at
one second intervals by the SCADA system.
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Fig. 1. The 1MW/2MWh battery demonstrator unit installed at the LG&E
and KU E.W. Brown universal solar facility as a joint project with EPRI
employed for this study.
Fig. 3. Example equivalent circuit diagram for a battery system, in which
each parameter corresponds to the combination of all cells connected in series
and parallel.

Fig. 2. Flowchart for the experimental procedures employed in the proposed
parameter extraction. The battery system is open-circuited or kept in the float
mode in between tests in order to ensure chemical equilibrium among all
cells.

In order to meet the ratings of the power conditioning
device, the experimental battery system includes 20 racks,
which are equally distributed between two identical containers.
A rack includes 17 LG Chem M48126P3B1 battery modules,
each with 14 Li-ion cells and rated for 126Ah at 51.8V
nominal voltage. This battery system also employs a battery
management system (BMS), whose function includes the
supervision of cell performance and balancing the SOC across
all cells. The setup PCS is a 1MVA Dynapower bidirectional
two-level converter, which may be operated at 740-1150V
dc-link voltage, while maintaining a constant 480V on the
ac side. For the purpose of carrying out multiple discharge
tests with reduced grid disturbance and enable BESS operation
in the isolated mode, the system is equipped with a 1MVA,
480V three-phase simplex programmable large size load bank,
which is capable of absorbing up to 1MW resistive power and
sourcing/absorbing reactive power up to 600kVAr at 5kVA
load steps (Fig. 1).
III. P ROPOSED T EST P ROCEDURES FOR THE BATTERY
S YSTEM
The parameters of a battery cell vary with different factors
including, temperature, state of health, state of life, depth
of discharge, and SOC. Cells within a large battery system
have unique characteristics and parameters even if they are
identical models from the same manufacturer. Furthermore,
in large multi-MW BESS, the cells are subjected to different
operational conditions and loads due to the presence of the
battery management system (BMS), which is employed for
protection, monitoring and SOC balance across all cells.

Hence, for the purpose of modeling a large battery, simply
scaling the equivalent circuit parameters of a single cell may
not be sufficient to represent the system dynamics.
In order to develop an equivalent battery system circuit that
captures the dynamics of having multiple cells connected in
series and parallel and a unit that employs an operational BMS,
the proposed approach regards the entire battery system as a
single cell whose equivalent circuit parameters captures the
dynamics of all the connected cells.
The experimental BESS system setup was subjected to multiple charge and discharge cycles and its responses including
the measured battery terminal voltage and current, the BMS
computed SOC, and the PCS real and reactive power were
recorded. For this example utility-scale battery system, the
recommended minimum and maximum SOC limits from the
manufacturer are 5% and 95%, respectively.
At the time of this research, a standard time for utility-scale
battery system to reach equilibrium had not been described.
Hence, a rest period of 8h before tests and 2h after each pulse
operation is proposed for the battery system based on voltage
response observations.
The sequence of testing begins with the open-circuit voltage
estimation. The temperature of the battery rack system, which
is placed in an enclosed chamber was fixed at 23o C throughout
this study in order to ensure minimum temperature error. The
battery is charged to the maximum SOC recommended by
its manufacturer and kept in the float mode for 8 hours. The
float mode operation enables the battery system to approach
chemical equilibrium while maintaining it at reference SOC
by trickle charging at a rate equal to its self-discharge. It
is then continuously discharged at the rated power until the
manufacturer recommended minimum SOC is reached. After
operation in the float mode for another 8 hours, its then
charged back to the maximum SOC (Fig. 2). Similar to [12],
the open circuit voltage (voc ) variation with respect to SOC
was defined as the average terminal voltage variation during
charge (vbC ) and discharge (vbD ) illustrated in Fig. 4a.
In the second test, the battery is again initialized by charging
it to the maximum SOC and operating in float mode for
8 hours. In order to capture both transient and steady-state
responses of the battery rack system, the BESS system was
pulse discharged at rated power. After initialization, the BESS
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Fig. 4. Battery system equivalent circuit parameters. The battery terminal voltage and SOC relationship during continuous charge and discharge is interpolated
to estimate its open-circuit voltage, while the series resistance and RC branch components are estimated through analysis of the terminal voltage during pulse
discharge. Open circuit voltage (a), series resistance (b), transient resistance 1 (c), transient capacitance 1 (d), transient resistance 2 (e), transient capacitance
2 (f).

was continuously discharged at rated power through 10%
SOC and operated in the float mode for 2 hours in order to
allow the battery system to approach equilibrium. The 10%
pulse discharge procedure was repeated until the system SOC
reached the minimum. Conventional approaches require pulse
discharging the battery cell at constant current. The proposed
procedure is adapted to the equipment typically available at
a utility scale BESS, and therefore, the PCS is controlled for
pulse discharging the battery based on a power command.
IV. E XTRACTION OF E QUIVALENT C IRCUIT PARAMETERS
FOR THE BATTERY S YSTEM
In this approach, the battery system is described as a
controllable voltage source connected in series to a resistance
(R0 ) and multiple RC branches (R1 , R2 , C1 and C2 ), where
each parameter represents all the connected cells (Fig. 3).
For simplicity, variables such as number of charges cycles
and battery state of health are not considered. Hence, the
parameters are only represented as a function of SOC. The
battery system terminal voltage, vb during discharge may be
described as:
vb (t) = voc − ib R0 − v1 (t) − v2 (t),

(1)

where, voc , is the battery open-circuit voltage; ib , the battery
dc output current; v1 and v2 , the voltages across the RC
branches 1 and 2, respectively and t, the discharge duration.
During the rated power continuous charge and discharge tests,
the RC branches capacitors, C1 and C2 become fully charged

and thus, the battery system terminal voltage may be expressed
as:
vbC , vbD ⇒ voc ± ib (R0 + R1 + R2 ),
(2)
where, vbC are vbD are the measured terminal voltages during
charge and discharge, respectively. Hence, voc as a function
of SOC was estimated as the average value of vbC and vbD at
the corresponding SOCs. Since the BESS was continuously
dispatched at the rated PCS power during these tests, the
measured ib increases as vb decreases due to reduction in SOC,
leading to significant difference between vbC are vbD as the
SOC approaches minimum (Fig. 4a).
The measurements during the pulse discharge were used
to estimate the value of the passive elements for the battery system equivalent circuit. Based on the voltage-current
relationship of a capacitor, during the battery system pulse
discharge, it was assumed that,
[v1 (t−
oc ),

+
v2 (t−
oc )] = [v1 (toc ),

v2 (t+
oc )],

(3)

+
where t−
oc and toc are the times just before and after the
battery is open circuited for each pulse, respectively. Hence,
the voltage transient after each pulse is exclusively credited to
R0 and expressed as:

R0 =

+
vb (t−
oc ) − vb (toc )
+ .
ib (t−
oc ) − ib (toc )

(4)

In this approach, the fairly logistic curve observed in
the measured voltage during open-circuit after each pulse
discharge was attributed to the exponential decay of the
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Fig. 5. The equivalent battery system during rated power pulse discharge from maximum to minimum SOC showing: The experimental and simulated battery
system terminal voltage variation (a), the percentage voltage error (b), the discharge current (c), and the SOC variation (d).

voltage across the capacitances. From (1) the capacitor voltage
responses after open-circuit may be expressed as:
v1 (∆t) + v2 (∆t) = voc − vb (∆t) − ib R0

(5)

where, ∆t, is the duration of open-circuit. Since the battery
self-discharge over 2h may be regarded insignificant in this
application, the battery system SOC was assumed to be
constant during the open-circuit period. The measured battery
voltage from just before the open-circuit to the period when the
voltage starts to decay was isolated for each pulse discharge.
This portion of the voltage curve is evaluated using (5), and
the combined RC branch voltage response may be written as
∆t

∆t

v1 (∆t) + v2 (∆t) = ib R1 e− R1 C1 + ib R2 e− R2 C2 .

(6)

The measured RC branch voltage responses were fitted to
(6) in other to estimate the RC parameters related to each
SOC. Single variable exponential functions were developed
to establish the relationships between the equivalent circuit
passive elements and the battery system SOC (Fig. 4).
V. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The proposed battery system was validated over three BESS
cycles with all results presented at the resolution of one

second. The first test involves comparing the terminal voltage
response of the equivalent circuit with experimental results,
from which its parameters were developed. A maximum of
0.6% voltage error calculated as a percentage of the experimental voltage was realized at approximately 55% SOC. This
error may be due to the battery system SOC variation while
the PCS is connected in float mode. The peak voltage error is
observed during the connected load transient, and it may be
noted that the battery system dc output current increases with
reduction in its voltage in order to continue pulse discharging
at rated power as SOC diminishes (Fig. 5).
The equivalent battery system circuit was also validated
over continuous and diverse deep charge/discharge cycles.
The BESS was subjected to one of the example test cycles
described in the EPRI energy test manual, where it was
discharged from maximum to 50% SOC, charged to maximum
and then discharged to minimum SOC level at the rated power.
This procedure was then repeated at 75% rated power and the
results show sufficient correlation between the experimental
and simulated voltage responses, demonstrating the accuracy
of the battery system equivalent circuit over different initial
SOC levels (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. The battery system during dynamic charge and discharge between multiple SOC level at rated and 75% power showing the: Experimental and simulated
battery system voltage variation (a), percentage voltage error (b), charge current (c), and SOC variation (d).

Battery energy storage systems may be employed for frequency response, where they are subjected to charge and
discharge operations in other to maintain the grid frequency
at its reference value. In this case, the experimental BESS
was operated in automatic frequency response mode with
high sensitivity, to allow the BESS respond to frequency
deviations greater than 0.005Hz. The equivalent circuit model
was connected to a current source whose output is identical
to the measured dc current. The accuracy of the equivalent
battery system was established based on the similarity between
the experimental and simulation voltage responses (Fig. 7).
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes tests for determining the equivalent
circuit parameters of a multi-MW BESS. These tests rely on
equipment already available at utility scale battery installations. Furthermore, an approach to develop an active runtime
equivalent circuit model based on the tests is developed.
Unlike other traditional methods, which involve scaling the
parameters of a single cell, the proposed approach takes
realistically into account the chemical variations of the cells

within the battery system and the effects of interconnecting
and balancing multiple cells.
The accuracy of the developed battery system equivalent
circuit was validated over three charge/discharge cycles, in
which the simulated results were compared with experimental
measurements retrieved from a large scale experimental facility, which includes a 1MW/2MWh BESS demonstrator and
1MVA load. The results illustrate a voltage response with error
below 0.8%. The parameter estimation using optimization
techniques as well as the establishment of a relationship
between the parameters of the constituent battery cells and
those of the unit are subjects of ongoing research.
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